WORDFAST SERVER
The most efficient and affordable
solution for collaborative translation

Wordfast Server is a secure translation memory server application that integrates with our
desktop TM tools to enable real-time sharing of assets across your organization. By employing
a next-generation database and indexing system, Wordfast Server achieves a unique combination of maximum speed, scalability and stability. Wordfast Server offers industry-leading,
reliable and affordable server-based TM technology to address translation efficiency at an
enterprise level.

BENEFITS
INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
Real-time connectivity of globally distributed translators increases the amount of translated
content that can be leveraged, resulting in immediate and significant gains for all linguistic team
members regardless of their location. Real-time sharing also eliminates the need to align and
redistribute TMs across your organization.

ACCELERATED TIME-TO-MARKET

The power of
server-based
translation memory
at a fraction of the
cost of competing
tools

By enabling users to share TM assets in real time, Wordfast Server significantly reduces the
translatable word count, leading to increased translation throughput and shortened overall
turnaround times.

HIGH-SPEED PERFORMANCE
Wordfast Server’s sophisticated database engine achieves a unique combination of speed,
scalability and reliability. Wordfast Server can accommodate thousands of simultaneous users
leveraging up to 1 billion TUs without sacrificing performance.

TO LEARN MORE: visit www.wordfast.com or contact a Wordfast representative at info@wordfast.com
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INCREASED SAVINGS
Connecting to server-based translation memories leads to maximum content re-use, resulting in
savings of 30% over Desktop TM alone.

IMPROVED CONSISTENCY
Because translators have up-to-the-minute access to each others’ translation memories and
glossaries, they are able to ensure the highest level of consistency of translated content across
their organization.

COMPATIBILITY AND SIMPLE MIGRATION
Wordfast remains committed to providing customers with tools that support industry standard
formats. Wordfast Server can import TUs from any TMX compatible TM tool, allowing for a simple
and seamless migration to and from other tools.

INCREASED MANAGERIAL CONTROL
Wordfast Server uses an intuitive permission-based management system which enables project
managers and administrators to create project specific TMs and glossaries and easily define user
privileges for accessing, updating and editing enterprise-wide assets.

INDUSTRY-LEADING CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Wordfast Server licenses include free and unlimited access to our 24/7 support hotline. Additionally,
users are entitled to free upgrades to any new versions released during their license period,
eliminating costly upgrade fees.

HIGHEST VALUE
Consistent with our belief to put translation technology within everyone’s reach, Wordfast Server
offers all of the benefits and savings of server-side translation memory for a fraction of the cost of
our competitors.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Wordfast Server runs as either a 32-bit or 64-bit Windows application on the following operating
systems (32 or 64-bit):
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• W
 indows 2000™, Windows XP™, Windows Server™ 2000, 2003, 2008, 2012, 2016, Windows
Vista™, Windows 7™, Windows 8.x™, Windows 10.x™ and above
• Over 2 GB of RAM
• Internet connection with a fixed IP Address, N
 O DATABASE SOFTWARE REQUIRED
• 32-bit runs in both versions of Windows, 64-bit only runs in a 64-bit version of Windows

TRANSLATION MEMORIES AND GLOSSARIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

S upports up to 10,000 TMs and glossaries simultaneously
32-bit version supports TMs or glossary files up to 2 GB
Supports up to 1 billion TUs and 2 million lines per glossary
Serves up to 5,000 end users simultaneously
TM Format: Wordfast TXT or TMX
Glossary Format: Wordfast TXT or tab-delimited text
TMs and glossaries stored on Wordfast Server can be leveraged using Wordfast Pro,
Wordfast Classic and Wordfast Anywhere

